Educational Programs: K – 2\textsuperscript{nd} Grade
$4 add-on to group admission

**Android Inventors • K-2nd grade**
Capacity 30 | 45 minutes
Be the problem solvers of tomorrow! Build and code a dynamic science rover that follows your command. Explore different ways scientists and engineers reach remote places using robots. Investigate how sensors work with hands-on and “minds-on” experimentation. SC.P.31.1, SC.P.12.1, SC.P.13.4, MAFS.MD.2.3

**Kids Chemistry • K-2nd grade**
Capacity 30 | 45 minutes
Examine the states of matter—solids, liquids, and gases. Mix common household items to explore physical and chemical changes. Play with mysterious ooze that you create.
MA.B.1, SC.N.1, SC.N.2, SC.P.8

**Up, Up, and Away • K-2nd grade**
Capacity 30 | 45 minutes
Explore the world of space travel through the eyes of an astronaut. Learn the parts of a rocket and then blast rockets up in the air. Finish your journey with a taste of astronaut ice cream. MA.A.1, SC.E.5, SC.K.N, SC.2.N